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I, as so many others have, never thought id enjoy this game. But trust me when i say don't judge this 
game on the crummy graphics. It is a rather addictive game to play more so with friends. 
 
No other video game has unleashed my creativity like Minecraft. My character – my entire Minecraft 
world – constantly evolves into whatever I want it to be. I tell my own stories, I write my own 
destiny and I bring my fantasies to life one block at a time. 
 
Creating items in Minecraft is one of the most important actions you do. The problem, though, is 
the necessary information isn't found in Minecraft. The first time I broke trees with my fist (owwie) 
and gathered wood, I had no clue what to do with it. Thankfully, like many Minecraft players, I had 
a mentor who pointed me to the various online forums, communities and wikis. I have pages that I 
return to all the time, often tabbing out of the game itself when I can't remember exactly how to 
craft an item. 
 
Of course, adventuring is always better with friends, and Minecraft's multiplayer and Realms is great 
fun if you can get it working. Multiplayer isn't broken or a completely buggy mess, but requires a lot 
steps to get started compared to most games. If you want to start a game you'll need to download 
additional software, and go through all kinds of online tutorials to get it working. Players who just 
want to join a game have to know the server's I.P. address, since there is no server browser built into 
the game. Still, annoyances aside, if you have the option to play with others you definitely should; 
exploring, adventuring and building up epic structures is a lot more fun with friends.  
 
Besides, if you're going to spend hours of your life building gigantic monuments, you might as well 
have someone else to show them to. You can post them in online videos, but it just isn't the same as 
having your friend right next to you sharing in your accomplishment. Or, even better, having them 
log on after a period of inactivity to be stunned at the marvels you've built in their absence. Realms 
you have to have an invitation from the Owner. the owner can control most everything in this 
version of MC same as Multiplayer, the difference being its much easier and less complex. downside 
is u cant get a lot of the stuff u can on Multiplayer where u own ur own server with an IP like 
plugins.  
 
Also in the multiplayer world there is Minigame servers where u can join and the owners put a lot of 
time into creating many epic mini games for players to try out and have fun playing with friends. 
There are some Role Playing servers and just survival servers as well. there are many variations of 
servers you can play on; Prison, Creative, Factions, Kitpvp, and more. 
 
If you're not the type to play with others, and you don't want to earn all your materials, you can 
always jump into Creative Mode. In this world you're invincible, and have access to every item in the 
game. 
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Different modes, different styles, but once you get over the blast to the past graphics, you will find 

your total playtime higher than you could ever have imagined.    
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